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• OJSC Dniprodzerzhynsk Combined Heat and Power
Plant (DCHP or the Company) provides heating to
citizens of Dniprodzerzhynsk (right bank part of the city)
and supplies electricity co-produced with the heat to the
wholesale electricity market of Ukraine. The Company
benefits from its status of monopolistic provider of heat
to the right bank part of Dniprodzerzhynsk, servicing c.
42,498 customers.

• DCHP’s first power blocks were put in operation in 1930s
and used coal as main fuel. The production capacities
were upgraded and modernised during 1940s and 1970s
and, since 1987, the Company’s equipment uses natural
gas as main fuel. The main gas supplier is NJSC Naftogaz
of Ukraine.

• DCHP’s total installed heat production capacity is 500
Gcal/h, and power supply capacity – 62MW.

• The State Property Fund of Ukraine (SPFU) owns
99.928% of DCHP’s shares, while the remaining 0.072%
is held by employees.

• The Company is subject for privatization under the
recently adopted privatization programme executed by
the SPFU in accordance with the Resolution of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine #271 as of 12 May 2015.

• The SPFU fosters an open and transparent process to
international standards for disposal of its entire 99.928%
stake.

OPPORTUNITY OVERVIEW
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Dniprodzerzhynsk

Source: Company information

Entry opportunity

Unique opportunity to participate in the privatization of a
part of one of the world’s largest (17th globally and 2nd in
Europe/CIS) centralised utility (heat and power generation)
system.

Attractive market

Ukraine is one of the biggest customer markets in Europe
with over 42 million inhabitants and 16.8 million
apartments*, 68.2% of which are centrally heated.

Large customer base

Dniprodzerzhynsk is a city to the south-east of Ukraine with
population of over 230 thousand people.

Favourable asset location

Attractive location and unconstrained territory, available for
reconstruction and further development of the production
site.

Promising regulatory reforms

Government commitment, supported by the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, to reform the industry
and gradually increase heat and electricity tariffs to the
economically justified level.

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
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By April 2017, tariffs should
cover 100% of production costs

(% indicates tariff increase)

Note: * Excluding Crimea and eastern regions of Ukraine in ATO zone; ** As at 31 December;
*** Calculated as a ratio of production output to max six-month output (based on installed
production capacity) assuming no overhauls; **** Management estimate (DCHP has no direct
customers).

(% indicates tariff increase)

Financial indicators
UAH'000 FY13 FY14 FY15

Net sales, incl.: 182,596 175,962 268,671

Electricity 70,728 76,435 119,917

Heat 109,591 96,931 145,585

Total Assets**: 373,793 498,603 641,982

Non-current assets 76,799 77,141 73,062

Current assets 296,994 421,462 568,920

Operational indicators
FY13 FY14 FY15

Installed production capacity:

Electricity, MW 62 62 62

Heat, Gcal/h 500 500 500

Production output:

Electricity, MWh 85,733 78,513 82,131

Heat, Gcal 374,906 323,438 328,183

Sales volume:

Electricity, MWh 66,029 61,467 64,058

Heat, Gcal 374,906 323,438 328,183

Capacity utilisation***:

Electricity, % 32% 29% 30%

Heat, % 17% 15% 15%

Production per employee:

Electricity, MWh 208 192 199

Heat, Gcal 908 791 797

Heat customer base**** ~ 42,498 ~ 42,498 ~ 42,498

Employee headcount (avg.) 413 409 412
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Disclaimer / Contact information

Disclaimer

These materials are issued by the State Property Fund of Ukraine (“the Vendor”) on the terms set out below for the exclusive
use of the persons to whom it is addressed (“the Recipient”) and their advisers in connection with the proposed sale of the
issued share capital of OJSC Dniprodzerzhynsk Combined Heat and Power Plant (“the Company”).

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC acted as a consultant to the Vendor in preparation of these materials only.

The sole purpose of these materials is to assist the Recipient in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with a further
investigation of the Company. They are not intended to form the basis of any investment decision or decision to purchase the
Company.

The Recipient will keep these materials and all information subsequently supplied or given to it or its agents or advisers in
connection with the proposed sale safe and secure so as to prevent any unauthorised person having access to it, and the
Recipient agrees that the information is proprietary to the Company and it has no rights to it except as set out in this notice.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC, the Vendor, their respective
advisers or any of their respective directors or employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the
contents of these materials or to the accuracy or completeness of the projections included within these materials or of any
other document or information supplied at any time in connection with the proposed sale of the Company or as to any
information contained in these materials or any other such document remaining unchanged after its issue.

The only representations and warranties that will be made are those that may eventually be included in a definitive agreement
to the proposed sale.

Neither these materials nor any of the information contained in them shall form the basis of any contract for the sale of the
Company or any part of the Company, nor do they constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or acquire any shares in the
Company or any interest in it.

Neither the receipt of these materials by any person nor any information contained in them or supplied with them or
subsequently communicated to any person in connection with the proposed sale of the Company constitute, or are to be taken
as constituting, the giving of investment advice by PricewaterhouseCoopers to any such person. Each such person should
make its own independent assessment of the merits or otherwise of acquiring the Company and should take its own
professional advice.

The Vendor expressly reserves the right to alter or terminate the sales process and to accept or reject any preliminary or final
offer at any time, in either case, without giving reasons therefore.

Contacts

All comments or queries regarding the privatization process of the Company should be addressed to
the individuals below. Under no circumstances should any other employees, contractors and affiliates
of OJSC Dniprodzerzhynsk Combined Heat and Power Plant, the State Property Fund of Ukraine or
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC should be contacted regarding this opportunity.

Anna Onyshchenko

Director

PwC

+380 44 354 0404

anna.onyshchenko@ua.pwc.com

Yuriy Garbuza

Senior Manager

PwC

+380 44 354 0404

yuriy.garbuza@ua.pwc.com

Andriy Gaidutskiy

Deputy Head

State Property Fund of Ukraine

+380 44 254 34 00

gaidutskiy@spfu.gov.ua


